AbelCine Rental Insurance Requirements

When renting any equipment from AbelCine, an insurance certificate must be provided. We have outlined below the specific requirements that must be met to insure full coverage.

• General Liability: You must have liability insurance that covers at least $500,000. AbelCine must be named as “Additional Insured” under Special Provisions.

• Equipment Coverage: This must cover all equipment being rented – not just from AbelCine. Your rental agent can provide you with the value of the gear you are renting from us, but make sure that the total amount being rented for your production does not exceed the limit outlined in your policy. AbelCine must be listed as “Loss Payee” under Special Provisions.

• The “Unattended Vehicle Theft Exclusion” will not be accepted. Confirm with your insurance provider that you will be covered in the event that equipment is lost, stolen, or damaged while in an unattended vehicle.

• International productions shooting within the United States must have US-based insurance. US productions shooting outside of the country must provide a certificate showing worldwide coverage on rental equipment.

AbelCine is happy to provide a list of insurance brokers if you do not have one. We do not provide insurance ourselves for clients to buy. Please let us know if you have any questions beyond what is outlined here.